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Abst rac t - - In  this paper, the problem of delay dependent error estimates for waveform relax- 
ation methods applied to Volterra type systems of functional-differential equations of neutral type 
including systems of differential-algebraic equations i discussed. Under a Lipschitz condition (with 
delay dependent right-hand side) imposed on the so-called splitting function it is shown how the 
error estimates depend on the character of delays and that for this reason they are better than the 
known error estimates for relaxation methods. It is proved that under some assumptions the exact 
solution can be obtained after a finite number of steps of the iterative process, i.e., we prove that 
the waveform relaxation methods have the same property as the classical method of steps for solving 
delay-differential equations with nonvanishing delays. We also show the convergence of the waveform 
relaxation method without assuming that the spectral radius of the corresponding matrix related to 
the Lipschitz coefficients for the neutral argument is less than one. (~) 2004 Elsevier Ltd. All rights 
reserved. 
Keywords--Funct ional-di f ferent ial  equations, Differential-algebraic equations, Delay-differential 
equations, Waveform relaxation. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
In this paper,  we discuss error est imates  for waveform re laxat ion (WR in short)  methods  for 
general  neutra l  di f ferent ial - funct ional  systems of the form 
w'(t) = U(w,w ' ) ( t ) ,  t e Ia = [a,b], (1.1) 
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with the initial condition 
w(t)=¢(t) ,  tEgh=[h ,a ] ,  h<a.  (1.2) 
We assume that the Volterra operator ~:  C¢(Ih, R p) × C¢(Ih, R p) --* C~(Ih, R p) and the initial 
function ¢ E C¢(Jh,R p) are given and the differentiable function ¢ satisfies the consistency 
condition 
¢'(a) = ~ (¢, ¢') (a). (1.3) 
Here, Ih = [h, b], ~p = ¢', C¢(Ih, R p) stands for the class of continuous functions defined on Ih 
with values in R p which are equal to ¢ for t E Jh. Similarly, C¢(Ih,R p) stands for the class of 
continuous functions defined on Ih with values in R p which are equal to ¢' for t E Jh. 
The paper contains results which generalize the results of papers [1-4]. It complements he 
results of papers [5,6], where neutral differential-functional systems were not discussed and the 
results of paper [7], where only the convergence of WR method was discussed without paying any 
attention to error estimates. 
For the literature concerned waveform relaxation and its applications, we refer the reader to 
the references in the above-mentioned papers. 
Our aim is to show how the character of the delays influences the existence and the uniqueness 
of the solution to (1.1),(1.2), the convergence of WR methods of solution and the error estimates. 
It is not our aim to discuss in general the question of existence and uniqueness of a solution--there 
is an extensive literature concerned this question. 
It is worth noticing that the approach using the one-sided Lipschitz condition and employed 
in [5] does not work for differential-functional equations of neutral type. 
We restrict ourselves to discussion of problem (1.1),(1.2) because the case of systems of 
differential-algebraic equations can be easily reduced to the problem of form (1.1),(1.2). 
Namely, if we have, for instance, the system 
x'(t) =f (x ,x ' , r ) ( t ) ,  t EIa,  x(t) = hi(t), t E Jh, 
(1.4) 
r ( t ) - -g(x,x ' , r ) ( t ) ,  tE Ia ,  r(t)=h2(t), tE Jh ,  
with the Volterra operators f : Chl(Ih,R n) X Ch,(Ih, R n) X Ch2(Ih,R m) ---* Chi(Ih,Rn), g : 
Chl(Ih,R n) x Chi(Ih,R n) × Ch2(Ih,R m) ---* Ch2(Ih,R m) then by introducing a new unknown 
function y defined by the equations y~(t) = r(t), y(a) = y~, with an arbitrary vector y~ E R TM, 
we reduce system (1.4) to that of form (1.1),(1.2) with w(t) = (x(t), y(t)) T for t E Ia and ¢(t) = 
(hi(t), ~t2(t)) T , where  
/: h2(t) = h2(s) ds + Ya, t E Jh. 
Notice that special cases of equation (1.1) are, for instance, the equations where the operator ~- 
has the form 
(a) 
J~ (w, ~') (t) = G (t, ~(~l(t)) , . . . ,  w(a~(t)), ~'(~1 (t)) . . . .  , w'(~q(t))), 
h_<ai(t), 3 j ( t )<t ,  i= l , . . . ,p ,  j= l  . . . .  ,q; 
(b) 
(~, ~') (t) = c (t,  w(~0(t)), wt(~o(t)), 
s ,  
h <_ ~(t) ,  ~,(t) < t, i = O, 1, 2; 
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(c) 
~(w,w' )  (t) = G (t ,w(ao(t)) ,  max w(s),w'(~o(t)), 
\ h<_s<_al(t) 
max ,o'(s)) , 
h<_,<_~(t) 
h <_ ai(t), ~i(t) _< t, i =0 ,1 ,  
and many others. 
Observe that by the substitution z(t) = w'(t) we get 
w(t) = ¢(a) + z(s) ds, 
¢(t), 
which we write in short as 
w(t) = Yz ( t ) ,  t • A. 
This means that problem (1.]),(1.2) can be rewritten as 
t• Ia ,  
(1.5) 
t•  Jh, 
(1.6) 
z(t) = J : (az ,z) ( t ) ,  t • &. (1.7) 
Notice that system (1.4) can be reduced to an equation of form (1.7) by the substitution x'(t) = 
v(t). Then (1.4) takes the form 
~(t) = l ( j~ ,~, r ) ( t ) ,  t • &, 
r(t) = g( jv ,  ~, r)(t), t • &, 
which, obviously, can be written in form (1.7). 
Now, let there be given a splitting function F :  Cca(Ih, IR p) x C¢(Ih, N p x Cto(Ih, N p) x C,o(Ih, R p) 
--+ C~p(Ih, ]RP), such that for z c Cv(Ih, ]Rp) 
F(,Tz, J z ,  z, z)(t) = .T( Jz ,  z)(t), t • Ih. 
p' 
Let II ' l l, ]l.ll : RP --* R+, denote a vector norm in the space R p, where R+ = [0, +oc). 
We consider the following WR process: 
(1.8) 
zk+l(t) =F( J zk+l , JZk ,  Zk+l,zk)(t), t • Ih, k =O, 1 , . . . ,  (1.9) 
for arbitrarily fixed zo • C¢ (Ih, IRP). 
In the next sections, we formulate conditions under which the unique solution z* to (1.7) 
exists, the sequence (Zk) converges uniformly to z* and, finally, we derive delay dependent error 
estimates for the sequence (zk), which--under suitable conditions--show that the exact solution 
can be found after a finite number of iterations. This fact for delay-differential equations which 
are not of neutral type was established in [5]. 
2. EX ISTENCE OF WR ITERAT IONS 
In this section, we prove that the sequence (zk) introduced in Section 1 by (1.9) is well defined. 
In order to obtain our results, we need the following assumptions. 
CONDITION L. There exist nonnegative square matrices L1,L2,K1,K2 of dimension p' and 
nondecreasing functions a E Cl[Ia, Ia], 13 E C[Ia,Ia] satisfying the condition a < a(t) < t 
and a _< ~5(t) < t for t • Ia, such that for any q,u, 4, ft • Ce~(Ih,IRP), v ,w ,v ,w • C¢(Ih,IRP) 
and t • Ia F satisfies the Lipschitz condition 
I lF(q,u,v,w)(t)  - F(q, f~,~,~)(t) l l  
(2.1) 
<_ L1 I Iq -  qllt + L2 I lu -  uila(t) + K1 II v -  91[ t + K2 IIw - @llz(t), 
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the spectral radius p(K1) of K1 satisfies the inequality 
p(K1) < 1, (2.2) 
and the matrix K = (I - K1)- tK2 is irreducible. 
REMARK 1. The conditions that a is continuously differentiable and K is irreducible are technical 
assumptions. If they are not satisfied than an alternative a and K can be selected that satisfy 
them. 
Here, [[v[[ t := SUPa<_s<_t [IV(S)[[, t • Ia, where sup is taken componentwise. Observe, that 
for u,~ • C~(Ih,R v) and t • Ia we have 
sup I l u (s ) -~(s ) l l  = sup I1~(~) -~(s ) l l .  
h<s<t  a<s<t  
The nonnegativity of K1 and the inequality (2.2) guarantee the existence of ( I  - K]) -1 and its 
nonnegativity (see, for example [8, Section 2.4.5]). 
Observe also that for the operator ~" defined in the previous ection, for instance, by Formula (a) 
the functions c~ and/3 appearing in (2.1) are determined by the functions as and flj; for example, 
(~(t) = max max(a,~l(S) , , . .  ,ap(s)) 
a<s<_t 
and similarly for ft. 
The conditions assumed in this paper are slightly different from those assumed in [7]. The 
reason for this is that in the present paper, we intend to derive explicit formulas for error bounds 
for WR approximations to the exact solution of IVP discussed. 
Now, for arbitrarily fixed ~ • C¢(Ih, R p) consider the mapping F :C¢( Ih ,  R p) ~ C~p(Ih, R p) 
defined by the formula 
.~(z)(t) = F ( J z ,  J2,, z, ~) (t), t • Ih. (2.3) 
Under Condition L, for any z, ~, • C¢(Ih,RP), we have 
where 
~a t
~(t) <_ L1 v(s) ds + Klv(t) ,  t • Ia, (2.4) 
v(t) = I Iz  - ~11,, t • L , ,  
(2.5) I I 
~(t)  = I P (~)  - ~(~)  I , t • 
I I t 
If we assume that the matrix K1 is irreducible then, according to the Perron-Frobenius theorem 
(see [9]), there exists a positive vector c • R~, such that 
pt 
Then, for any q E R+, we have 
q <_ NHcc, 
K]c = p(K1)c. (2.6) 
with Ilqllc = max [q'--~[. (2 .7)  
l<i<_p' C i 
Using this and (2.4), we obtain 
/: O(t) <_ L1Hv(s)tlccds + gillv(t)Hcc, t c Ia, (2.8) 
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which leads to 
and, finally, to 
) ~(t) <_ Hv(s)llcds Llc + p(K1)[[v(t)[[cc, te I~,  (2.9) 
where 
Hence, 
= sup  If (s) - = sup  I I=(s )  -  (s)ll. 
a<s<t a<s<t 
Using Condition L, we get 
v(t) <_ L1 v(s) ds + L2 ~(s) ds + KlV(t) + K2~(~(t)), 
Put 
z(t) = F (`7z, ,72, z, 2) (t), 
~(t) = F ( J~ ,  ,72, ~, ~) (t). 
Zt f (t) v(t) <_ A v(s) as + B ~(s) as + K~(3(t)), t • I~, (3.6) 
A = ( I -  K1)-lL1, B = ( I -  K1)-lL2, K = ( I -  K1)- lK2. (3.7) 
From (3.6) and the theory of differential inequalities it follows the lemma. 
t • I~. (3.5) 
(3.3) 
(3.4) 
Then, for t E Ih, we have 
fa 
t 
[[~(t)[]c < [ILlc[Ic [[v(s)[Ic ds + p(Kx)[[v(t)llc, t • I~. (2.10) 
Now, we introduce in Cv(Ih, R p) the following metric: 
dx (z, ~) = maxe-~tIIv(t)[lc, (2.11) 
tEI,~ 
with v defined by (2.5), where A • R+ is an arbitrarily fixed constant. From (2.10) it follows that 
/) e -;~t [19(t)l[c _~ e-~t]lLlcllc eXSe-;~Sl[v(s)[]e ds + p(gl)e-Xt[lv(t)[[~, t • Ia, 
which gives the relation 
d;~(F(z),F(2))<_ (~+p(K1) )dA(z ,~) .  (2.12) 
This relation implies that F is a contraction if A is sufficiently large. In this way, we proved the 
following lemma. 
LEMMA 2.1. If Condition L is satisfied with irreducible matrix K1 then for any Zo • C¢(Ih, •p) 
there exists the unique sequence (zk) defined by relation (1.9). 
3. CONVERGENCE OF WR ITERAT IONS 
Now, let us consider the operator F~ which to any ~ E C~(Ih,R p) assigns the solution z E 
C¢(Ih, It~p) of the equation 
z(t) = F ( Jz ,  g2, z, ~) (t), t • lh. (3.1) 
It follows from Lemma 2.1 that the operator F~ is well defined. Again, we show that the 
operator F~ is a contraction. Let for any 2 and 
z = Fw ( i ) ,  2 = Fw (2). (3.2) 
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LEMMA 3.1. I f  Condition L is satisfied, then for v and ~ defined by (3.4) the inequality 
v(t) <_ Ae(t-s)Al(s) ds + l(t), t ~ I~, 
with l(t) = B f~(t) f)(s) ds + Kf)(~(t)), t e Ia, holds. 
PROOF. Let u(t) = f :  v(s)ds. Then u'(t) = v(t) and from (3.6), we have 
u'(t) < Au(t) + l(t), u(a) = O. 
Hence, due to A > 0 and the well-known results for differential inequalities (see [10]) 
u(t) < w(t), t E Ia, 
where w, 
is the solution to the IVP 
Therefore from (3.6), we find 
i.e., 
fa t w(t) = e(t-s)Al(s) ds, 
w'(t) = Aw(t) + l(t), w(a) = O. 
v(t) < Au(t) + l(t) < Aw(t) + l(t), 
(3.8) 
i.e., 
v(t) <_ e(t-s)ABa'(s)~ (~(s)) ds + e(t-s)AAK~ (~(s)) ds + Kg(~(t)), (3.10) 
V(t) ~ e (t-s)A [AK + a'(s)B] ~3 (~(s)) ds + K~(~(t)). (3.11) 
fa t v(t) <_ Ae(t-S)Al(s) as + l(t), t E Ia, 
which ends the proof of the lemma. I 
Now, using Lemma 3.1 and a weighted norm technique we prove that Fw is a contraction. 
From Lemma 3.1, we have 
v(t) < Ae (t-s)A B ~)(r)dT + KO(/3(s)) ds 
which can be rewritten as 
t ( d f oe(s) ~ t 
v(t) < ~aa \--Z (e(t-s)A) B L Q(T) dT) ds + ~ e(t-s'aagQ(~(s))ds 
f 
~(t) 
+ B ~(s) ds + K73(~(t)), 
Ja 
Let ~ be defined by the formula 
~(t) = max(a(t), B(t)), t E Ia. (3.9) 
Then, after integration by parts of the first term of the right-hand side, we find 
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Again, if we assume that the matrix K is irreducible then there exists a positive Perron vector c c 
RP~, such that 
gc  = p(K)c. (3.12) 
Applying to (3.11) a reasoning similar to that which resulted in (2.10), we find the inequality 
~a t
tlv(t)llc < M [1~ (f~(s))I]~ ds + p(K)I[~)(f~(t))[Ic, (3.13) 
with M satisfying the inequality 
sup [ sup e (,-~,n [AK + a'(s)B]c ~] <_ M. 
tel,, La<s<t 
(3.14) 
Now, employing the weighted metric in C¢(Ih, I~ p) as we did in Section 2, we obtain the following 
inequality: 
f e-~t[[v(t)[[c -< e-At ,a Me~(8)e -~$(s) [[0 (f~(s))lie ds (3.15) 
+P( K) e-)~t e;~(t)e-)~f~(t) 1175(~(t))[[c' 
From (3.15), we get 
d~(z,2) <_ [M+ p(K)] d;~(~,~), (3.16) 
which means that the operator F~ is a contraction provided that Condition L is satisfied, p(K) < 1 
and ), is chosen sufficiently large. In this way, we proved the following lemma. 
LEMMA 3.2. If Condition L and the inequality p(K) < 1 hold then there exists a unique solu- 
tion z* to equation 
z(t) = F( J z ,  flz, z,z)(t), t c Ih, (3.17) 
and the sequence (zk) defined by (1.9) converges uniformly in Ih to z*. 
Now, let us consider the case of nonvanishing delay, i.e., when the following condition holds 
(see Figure 1). 
., . ' ' ' ' "  
z al ia+ , ,  
a+5 b t 
Figure 1. The graph of the function f~. 
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CONDITION D. There exists 5 > 0, such that/~(t) =a  for tE [a, a+5] and infte[a+~,bl(t -t3(t)) =5. 
Note that under Condition D we have 5 _< t - /3 ( t )  and []O(fl(t))llc = 0 for t e [a,a + 5] 
because ~)(j3(t)) = ~?(a) = 0. Now, put 5* = max{~ : ~(t) = a, for t ~ [a, a + {]}. From (3.15), 
for t ~ Ia, we have 
M 1 e-a'llv(t)ll~ < --ff d~ (~, ~) + p(K) e -~( t )  116(B(t))ll~ - -  eA( t -~( t ) )  • 
Let [a, b] = [a, a + 5*] u [a + 5", b]. We have 
max[ I e_~(, )  Hg(t3(t))[[c] 
te l , ,  eA( t -Z ( t ) )  
=max(  max [ 1 e_~(t ) ] \teEa,.+~'l e ~(t-°(t)) I[0(~(t))[p= , 
1 e_~(,) ,~(~(t)),,~]  max 
te[a+5",b]  e A(t - f l ( t ) )  
1 
"1 
= max e -~B(t)  ]l~(~(t))]f¢[ 
te[a+5*,b] e A( t -~( t ) )  
1 ) ( ) < max • max e -A~(t) H~)(/3(t))[[~ 
- -  te[a+5*,b] e A( t -~( t ) )  te l , ,  
<_ e -~8 dx (~, ~), 
Thus, we obtained the inequality 
1 
max - -  
teL, e;~(t-~(t)) e -x~(t) ll~(~(t))llc] -< e -x~ d;~ (i, 2), 
which, together with (3.18), results in the inequality 
d~ (z,5) <_ (M + e-~6p(K)) d~ (~,~). 
(3.18) 
(3.19) 
[[zk(t) - z*(t)[[c < + e-X~p(K) max [[z0(t) - z*(t)[[c ] e Ab, 
- -  tEl,~ 
(4.1) 
for t E Ia, A > 0 and for some A > 0 
M 
+ e-X~p(K) < 1. X 
This error estimate holds for both cases considered in Theorem 3.4; obviously, to have the con- 
vergence in the case 5 = 0 one has to assume p(K) < 1. 
4. DELAY DEPENDENT ERROR EST IMATES 
Observe that under the conditions of Theorem 3.4 one can easily write the following error 
estimate: 
In this way, we proved the following lemma. 
LEMMA 3.3. If Conditions L and D are fulfilled then the assertion of Lemma 3.2 holds. 
Summing up our reasoning, we can formulate the following theorem. 
THEOREM 3.4. I f  Condition L is satisfied and either p(K) < 1 or Condition D holds then there 
exists a unique solution z* to problem (3.17) and the sequence (zk) defined by (1.9) converges 
to z* uniformly in Ih. 
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Notice that if we assume that Condition D holds also for/3 replaced by ~ with some 5o > 0 
instead of 5 then from inequality (3.15) we get 
d~ (z,5) < (Me-~5° +e-~p(K) )  d~ (~,~). (4.2) 
instead of (3.19). Indeed in this case, we have 
~t fat 1 -;~o At e x~(*) ds < e x(~-~°) ds <_ -~ e e , 
+50 
which together with the conclusion reached in Section 3 results in (4.2). 
However from estimate (4.2), we are not able to establish an important phenomena which reads: 
when 5 > 0 and 5o > 0 then after a finite number of iterations we obtain the exact solution to 
the problem under consideration. The aim of this section is to prove this fact. To do that, we 
need to use a different echnique. 
Let z*, as in Section 3, denote the solution to (3.17). Denote 
vk(t) = IIz* - ~kll,, t e Io, (4.3) 
then using Condition L and proceeding in a similar way to that which resulted in obtaining 
Lemma 3.1, we find the following lemma. 
LEMMA 4.1. ff Condition L is satistied then 
vk+l(t) <_ Ae(t-s)Alk(s) ds + Ik(t), t C Ia, (4.4) 
where Z~(t) = ~ f](~) vk(~) ds + K~k(/3(t)). 
Assume that ct is differentiable. Using Lemma 4.! and proceeding in the way as in obtain- 
ing (3.10), we get its counterpart 
vk+l(t) < Ae(t-slaKvk(/3(s)) ds + a'(S)C('-~)ABvk(a(S)) ds + Kvk(/3(t)). (4.5) 
Using the definition of ~ and (4.5), we find 
Vk+l(t) _< e (t-~)A [AK + ~'(s)B] Vk (/3(S)) ds + Kvk (~(t)).  (4.6) 
Let us introduce the following notation: 
E(t, s) = e A(t-~) [AK + a'(s)B].  
Assuming that K is irreducible and taking the Perron vector c satisfying (2.6) and the corre- 
sponding norm It' I1~ defined by (2.'/), we have 
~÷~(t) < E(t, s )~ (~(s)) ds + Kvk (~(t)) 
< I[vk (~(s))[lcE(t,s)cds + K Ilvk (fl(t))Hcc 
<_ Ilvk(~(s))H E(t ,s)cds+p(K)Hvk(~(t)) l lcc 
<_ IlE(t,s)cl[cHvk(~(s))nccds+p(K)Hvk(~(t))llcc. 
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Hence, we arrived at the inequality 
[ Vk+l(t) <_ ]]E(t,s) cHc [Ivk (fl(s))lt c dsc+p(K)  Ilvk (~(t))H c, 
which can be rewritten as 
F: ] vk+l(t) <_ liE(t, s) clio Ilvk (~(s))I1= ds ÷ p(K) Ilvk (~(t))I1= ~. (4.7) 
From (4.7), we get 
£ Ilvk+l(t)ll~ < IIE(t,s)cllc IIv~ (~(s))llc ds +p(g) llv~ (~(t))ll~. (4.8) 
We can write (4.8) as 
[ Ilvk+l(t) tic -< ~'(t, s) IIv~ (B(s))I1o as + p(K)IIv. O(t))I1o, (4.9) 
with g(t, s) = liE(t, s) cll~- 
To get a delay dependent error estimates, we have to solve the recurrent inequality (4.9). To 
this end, we define the sequences ~k and 62k: 
fl°(t) = t, ~k+, = ~ (~k(t)) ' k = O, 1 .... t e Ia, (4.10) 
and for any p E C( I~,R+),  
~Jo(p)(t) = p(t), t e Ia, 
f t (4.11) 
• k+l(p)(t) = £(t,s)~k(p)(~(s)) ds, k=0,1  . . . .  tGla.  
Put qk(t) = Ilvk(t)ll~ and N = p(K). Then, inequality (4.9) can be written as i' qk+l(t) <_ g(t,s)qk(~(s)) ds+Nq~ (fl(t)), k =0,1  . . . .  t e Ia. (4.12) 
We have the following lemma. 
LEMMA 4.2. Suppose that for a nonnegative constant N, a continuous nondecreasing function 
satisfying the condition a <_ ~(t) <_ t, t E I~ and the nonnegative continuous function g the 
sequence of functions qk E C(I~, N+ ), k = O, 1,..., satist]es inequality '4.12). Then 
L - - \ ° /  J i=0 
PROOF. We use an induction argument. For k = 0, we have the obvious inequality qo(t) <_ qo(t). 
Now, assume that (4.13) holds for an arbitrarily fixed k. We prove that the same inequality holds 
if k is replaced by k + 1. From (4.12), the induction hypothesis and the monotonicity property 
of q0 with respect o t it follows that 
qk+,(t) <_ E(t,s)qo (flk+l(s)) Nk-'k~i(1)(/~(s)) ds 
i=0  
+Nqo(~k+'(t))[ i=~o(~)Nk-~,(1)(~(t))  ] 
< q0 (~k+'(t)) (k~Nk- '  ftg(t,s)g2,(1)(Z(s))ds+ E Nk+l-'~,(1)(t) 
- -  ~=0 \ i /  Ja i=0  
= qo (flk+l(t)) Nk-iq2i+l(1)(t) + E Nk+l-iffE'(1)(t) 
i=0  i=0 
: qo (~k+l(t)) [~  (k ÷ l)Nk+l-i~2i(1)(t)] . 
k~=O i 
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Thus, we see that (4.13) holds for k replaced by k + 1 and according to the induction rule the 
lemma is proved. I 
It is obvious that ~(t, s) is bounded by a nonnegative constant M and we have an estimate 
~k(p)(t) ~_ MkOk(p)(t),  t E I~, k = 0 ,1 , . . . ,  (4.14) 
where the sequence of operators Ok is defined by formulas 
Oo(p)(t) = p(t), t E Ia, 
fa 
t (4.15) 
Ok+l(P)(t) = (I)k(p) (~(s)) ds, t E Ia, k = O, 1 . . . .  
It is clear that Ok depend on ~. Observe also that for any ~, such that a <_ ~(t) < t, Ok satisfy 
the inequalities 
(t - a )~ 
Ok(1)(t) _< k'----V--. ' t E /a ,  k = 0, 1 . . . . .  (4.16) 
Now, we are ready to prove the following theorem. 
THEOREM 4.3. Suppose that Condition L is fulfilled, ~(t) = max (a(t),/3(t)), t E Ia, and ei- 
ther p(K)  < 1 or Condition D holds. Then the WR process (1.9) is convergent and the following 
error estimate: 
, ,vk( t ) , tc~l ]Vo(~k(t ) ) , i c [~'~(k~p(K)k-" r~(1) ( t ) ] ,  k =0,1 , . . . ,  tE I~,  (4.17) 
[ \~ /  J i=0 
holds. Moreover, if Condition D holds with fl replaced by ~ then there exists ko, such that the 
error estimates are zeros for k ~_ ko, which means that the exact solution is obtained after a finite 
number of iterations. 
PROOF. Estimate (4.17) follows directly from (4.9) and Lemma 4.2. If p(K)  < 1 then it follows 
from inequalities (4.14) and (4.16) that the second factor in estimate (4.17) uniformly in t E Ia 
approaches zero as k -~ oc (see [3, Theorem 2 and Remark on page 269]). If Condition D 
is satisfied for ~ but not for ~ then the uniform convergence of the WR process (1.9) follows 
from Theorem 3.4. On the other hand, if Condition D is satisfied for ~ then, for some k0 ~ 0, 
~k°(t) = a for t E Ia (compare [5, Theorem 8.1]; note also that there is a misprint in the 
definition of a in that theorem--the minimum should be taken over the segment [~*, T] instead 
of the segment [0, T]). Therefore, the first factor in estimate (4.17) is zero for k _~ k0 because 
it is assumed that z*(a) -- zo(a). As a result, in this case, we obtain the solution after a finite 
number of steps of WR method (1.9). I 
From inequalities (4.14), (4.16), and Theorem 4.3, we obtain the corollary. 
COROLLARY 4.4. I f  the assumptions of Theorem 4.3 are satisfied, then the iterative WR pro- 
cess (1.9) is convergent with the following error estimate: 
]Ivk(t)r]c~ Iivo(~k(t))II~ , k=0,1  . . . .  , tE Ia ,  (4.18) 
i=0 
or a rougher one 
- -i? , k = 0 ,1 , . . . ,  t E Ia ,  (4.19) 
i=O 
where M is any nonnegative constant satisfying (3.14). 
Notice that the result of Theorem 4.3 as well as of Corollary 4.4 are more general than those 
of paper [3]. Our error estimates (4.17)-(4.19) are actually delay dependent. 
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5. ERROR EST IMATES FOR SPECIAL  CASES 
In this section, we discuss special cases which better illustrate the obtained estimates. 
We begin this section with the case when c~(t) = t. In the previous sections, we discussed 
the case when the function/3(t) = max (a(t), fl(t)) played the crucial role in deriving the error 
estimates. Observe that when a(t) = t then /3(t) = t and our results do not show any delay 
effects even in the case when the strict inequality fl(t) < t holds. It is obvious that there are 
some delay effects caused by this inequality. To get some result which takes into account his 
fact, we go back to inequality (4.5) to obtain 
vk+l(t) <_ e(t-s)A[AK + B]vk(s) ds + Kvk(~(t)), t • Ia, k = 0, 1 . . . . .  (5.1) 
We used the property of monotonicity of vk and the facts that a(t)= t, cd(t)= 1, and a < ~(t)_< t. 
Now, applying the procedure with the Perron vector, we arrive at the inequality 
qk+a(t)<_ Mqk(s)ds+Nqk(~(t)), tEIa, k=0,1  . . . .  , (5.2) 
with qk and N defined in Section 4 and a constant M, such that g(t, s) <_ M, t, s • Ia. The 
solution to inequality (5.2) is given by the following lemma. 
LEMMA 5.1. For the sequence (qk) satisfying inequality (5.2) the following estimate: 
k (M(t - a)) k-i 
i=0 (k-i)! ' t• Ia ,  k=0,1 , . . . ,  (5.3) 
holds. 
PROOF. We prove the Lemma by an induction argument. It is clear that inequality (5.3) holds 
<_ 
that it is true for an arbitrarily fixed k. From (5.2), we have 
(~) (M(j3(t)~_.5~- a))k-~Ni+X 
N, (M(t - a)) k+l-/ 
( : )  (M(t -a))k-' ~. 
So, (5.3) is also true 
From Lemma 5.1, 
k 







k =Eqo(l~i(t)) (~)g i(M(t-a))k+l-i 
k+l ( k ) (M(t-a))k+a-'N, 
+ E q° ( f l ' ( t ) ) i -1  ('k ~ i : /~ .  1 
i=1 
k 
,=1 -~ +-I--~T. + qo(t) (k + 1)! 
k ( k )(M(t_a))k+l_~ 
+ E q° ( /3 ' ( t ) ) i -1  ('k ~ 1 ~_ ~.1 N~+qo(/3k+l(t))gk+l 
i=1 
k+l  ) 
Zqo(13i(t))(k+i 1 Ni(M(t-a))k+l-itt, T:-i-~l 
• • 
i=0 
for k + 1. The use of induction rule ends the proof of the lemma. 
we get the following corollary. 
for k = O. Now, assume 
qk+l(t) < f t 
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COROLLARY 5.2. / f  Condition L is fulfilled and M satisfies (3.14) then the WR process (1.9) 
converges uniformly in I~ and the following error estimate: 
k 
holds for t E I~, k = O, 1 , . . . .  
From Lemma 5.1 it follows that if qo and ~ satisfy the inequalities 
qo( t )<_Q( t -a )  and f l ( t )<_~o( t -a )+a,  0<_13o<_1, tE Ia ,  
then the WR process (1.9) converges if Bop(K) < 1 without any additional restrictions imposed 
on a satisfying a(t) < t. However, if we assume that Condition D holds then from Lemma 5.1, 
we find that 
min(k,ko) 
(M( t -a ) )  k-~ 
i=o -(k---~w. ' tE I~,  k=0,1  . . . . .  (5.5) 
with ko mentioned in Theorem 4.3. 
From inequality (5.5) it follows that the WR process (1.9) converges without any condition 
imposed on p(K). 
Now we discuss the case when ~ and the error of the initial approximation z0 are bounded by 
linear functions. We have the following lemma. 
LEMMA 5.3. I f  a continuous function ~ satisfies the condition 
a <_ ~(t) </3o(t - a) + a, (5.6) 
for t E Ia with 0 ~ /30 <- 1 then the following estimates: 
(I)i(1)(t) __~ ]~0 (i-1)/2 • (t  -- a )  i ~! , i=0 ,1 , .  , (5 .7)  
hold. 
PROOF. To prove this lemma, we apply the method of induction. (I)0(1)(t) = 1 and inequal- 
ity (5.7) obviously holds for i = 0. Suppose that (5.7) holds for arbitrarily fixed i. Then 
/' L' ~+l(1) ( t )  = ~i(1) (~(s)) ds < ~;(~-1)/2. (~(s) - a) ~ ds 
- i! ft i (s - a) ~ /3o(i_1)/2+i ( t -  a) i+1 f4 ( i+ l ) i /2  " (t - a) i+1 ---~0(z--1)/2 J a  t3~-----~--.ds= ' ( i+1) !  -~ '0  ( i+1) !  " 
So, the statement of the lemma holds for i + 1 and the use of induction rule completes the proof. | 
Observe that if ~ satisfies condition (5.6) for t E Ia then 
~k(t) < /30k(t -- a) + a, k = 0, 1 . . . . .  (5.8) 
Now, suppose that for t E Ia vo defined in Section 4 satisfies the inequality 
IIv0(t)llc _< go. (t - a) (5.9) 
with V0 > 0. Then using Lemma 5.3 and inequalities (5.8), (5.9), and (4.18), we obtain the 
following corollary. 
COROLLARY 5.4. Suppose that Condition L is fulfilled, ~(t) = max (a(t), fl(t)), t E I~ and 
satisfies (5.6) for some ~o, 0 ~ /30 ~- 1. Suppose also that vo satisfies (5.9) with Vo ~_ O, 
inequality (3.14) holds for some constant M > 0 and p(K)/3o < 1. Then the WR process (1.9) is 
convergent with the following error estimate: 
Hvk( t )Hc<Vo' ( t -a ) [~(~) /3o(~- l )12(M/3o) i (P (K) /3o)  k - i ( t -a )~]  
- ,=0  i! J '  (5 .10)  
k = 0 ,1 , . . . ,  tE I~.  
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6. NUMERICAL  EXAMPLES 
To verify the results obtained in this paper, we applied WR method (1.9) to a couple of test 
problems. As examples, we present wo of them. 
EXAMPLE 1. Consider the following simple initial value problem: 
x' ( t )  = x( t )  + x ( t  - 0.1) + x ' ( t  - 0.1) - 2t 2 - 1.8t + 0.29, 
x( t )  = t 2 + t, 
t • (0, 1], 
(6.1) 
for t • [-0.1,0], 
with exact solutions x( t )  = t 2 + t. Observe that (6.1) is equivalent to 
z(t)  = J z ( t )  + f f z ( t  - 0.1) + z( t  - 0.1) - 2t 2 - 1.8t + 0.29, 
z(t)  =2t+1,  
t • (0,1], 
(6 .2)  
t • [ -o . l ,o1 ,  
where 
z(t)  = x ' ( t )  and 
/ ~0 t Z(8) ds, 
J z ( t )  = 
t t 2 + t, 
to which we apply the WR method (1.9). So, instead of 
t • [0, 1], 
t • [-0.1,0], 
zn+l( t )  = J zn+l ( t )  + ,Tzn(t  - 0.1) + zn(t  - 0.1) - 2t 2 - 1.St + 0.29, 
zn+l( t )  = 2t + 1, 
t • (0, 1], 
t • [-0.1,01, 
(6.3) 
we put xo(t)  = t, t e [-0.1, 1] and successively solve for a given xn the equation 
x '+, ( t )  = =, ,+ l ( t )  + =,,(t  - 0.1)  + ='( t  - 0 .1)  - 2t ~ - 1.8t  + 0 .29 ,  
xn+l ( t )  = t 2 + t, 
t e (0,1], 
(6.4) 
for t e [-0.1,0], 
! Then we calculate zn+l( t i )  = xn+l ( t i ) ,  at the meshpoints ti E [0, 1] to evaluate Vn+l(t i )  = 
maxt~<_t~ [ z* ( tk )  - -  Zn+l ( tk ) [ .  The value of derivative x' at the meshpoint ~ we obtain by n+l 
differentiation of interpolating polynomial for (t~-k, xn+l ( t~-k ) ) ,  k = 0, 1, 2, 3. 
It is easy to verify that for this example Condition L is satisfied with L1 = L2 = K2 = 1, 
K1 =O,A  = B = K = I, 
0, t e [0,0.1], 
~(t)  =/~(t )  = t - 0.1, t e (0.1,1], 
Condition D is satisfied with 5 = 5" = 0.1 and E(t, s) = 2e t - s .  
The closed formulas for Xk and Zk were obtained by using the program MATHEMATICA. These 
lengthy formulas are not reproduced here. From the definition of the continuous-time WRM 
it follows that the approximate solutions xk and Zk obtained by this method are defined on 
the whole interval [-0.1, 1] and coincide with the exact solutions on the interval [-0.1, k/10] 
for k = 0, 1 . . . .  ,10. 
We also calculated numerically all the approximations Xk and zk, k = 1,2 . . . .  ,10, taking the 
same initial function xo(t)  = t. To carry out these calculations, we employed a Runge Kutta 
method of order four. To obtain an approximate numerical solution Xk+ lh  to Xk+] the employed 
method required not only the available values of the previous solution x h at grid points t~ but 
also its values at points t~ + (h/2) and the derivatives of x h at t~ and ti + (h/2), where h is the 
step of integration. We used cubic interpolating splines to evaluate these lacking values. As the 
errors of the successive approximations Xk and zk obtained by MATHEMATICA and numerically 
coincide up to more than six figures for all values of k except k = 10 we place them in the same 
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Table 1. The exact errors ek, (ek) I, the errors e h, (ekh) t of numerical approximations 












Errors ek and e~ Errors (ekY and (e~)' Estimates (4.17) 
1.428412e + 00 4.038412e + 00 7.985815e + 00 
1.674807e+00 6.039135e + 00 1.742286e + 01 
1.667963e +00 7.381928e + 00 3.026298e + 01 
1.425095e+00 7.637520e+ 00 4.578984e + 01 
1.038686e +00 6.753475e + 00 6.237116e + 01 
6.315385e - 01 5.065331e+00 7.717166e + 01 
3.047080e - 01 3.132528e + 00 8.582345e + 01 
1.039548e - 01 1.489907e + 00 8.205105e + 01 
1.752614e - 02 4.429455e - 01 5.724771e + 01 
3.852266e - 10" 1.062360e - 06* 0 
"--the errors eho and (elho) ' of numerical approximations 
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columns of Table 1. We also used MATHEMATICA to calculate ~i(1)( t ) ,  i = 0, 1 , . . . ,  10 needed 
in error est imates (4.17). These est imates are also reported in Table 1. 
h We use the following notat ion: e k = maxt~ej,~ Ixh(ti)  -- x(t i ) l ,  where J~ is the set of all 
grid points t~ -- ih, i = 0, 1 , . . . ,  1000, h -- 0.001, xh(t i )  denote the numerical  approximat ions 
of xk(t~) to the values x(t i )  of the exact solution of problem (6.1), ek = maxt~[0,1] Ixk(t)  - x(t) l ,  
(eh), maxt, c j,,. [Z~k,(t~) z(t~)t h = -- , zk(t~) denote the numerical  approximat ions of zk(t i )  to the 
values z(t i )  of the exact solution of problem (6.2), (ek)' = maxtc[0,1] Izk(t) - z(t) l .  
The error est imate (4.17) in Table 1 corresponding to k = 10 is equal  to zero because the 
factor IlVo(~k(t))llc appear ing in this est imate is zero thanks to the  equal i ty ~1°(1) = 0. The 
errors eh0 and (eh0) ' of numerical  approximat ions are different from zero because of the errors of 
numerical  methods  of solution of the problem and the errors of numerical  dif ferentiat ion applied 
to the problem. The exact errors el0 and (el0)' obta ined using MATHEMATICA are equal to zero. 
EXAMPLE 2. As a second example consider a general ized pantograph equat ion 
x' ( t )  = L lx ( t )  + L2x(qt )  + Kx ' (p t ) ,  t E (0, T], x(0) = 1. (6.5) 
This equat ion has been extensively studied owing to its many appl icat ions in mathemat ica l  and 
industr ial  problems and was also used as a test ing bed for numerical  a lgor i thms (see [11,12] and 
references therein).  
This equat ion was solved for T = 1, p = q = 0.5, L1 = -0 .25,  L2 = 3 and two values of K :  
K = 0.8 and K = 1.5. As an initial approx imat ion x0, we took xo(t)  = 13.75t + 1 for K = 0.8 
and xo(t)  = -5 .5 t  + 1 for K = 1.5 so that  the derivative x~(0) and the der ivat ive of the exact 
solution x'(0) are equal at t = 0. 
All the computat ions  were carried out  with the mesh step h = 1/6000 in a similar way as in the 
case of Example  1. However, as the solution to this kind of equat ion is unknown, we first carried 
out  i terat ions unti l  the absolute value of the difference between two consecut ive approx imate 
solutions was 10 -14 or less and then we took the last obta ined in this way approx imate  solution 
as the reference solution (true solution) and the values of the r ight-hand side of the equat ion 
for this solution and for the derivat ive of its cubic spline cont inuous extension as the reference 
derivative of the sought solution. For this reason, we denote them as ~ and 4',  respectively. 
The values of the factor V0 appear ing in (5.10) we est imated on the basis of the numerical ly 
obtained solutions. In both cases the WR iterat ions converge as the condit ions of Corol lary 5.4 
is fulfilled (p (K)~o < 1) but for K = 0.8 the product  p(K)~o and the constant  M are less than 
in the case of K = 1.5. For this reason the WR iterat ions converge much faster in the former 





Estimate and errors for K--0.8 
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Figure 2. Estimates (5•10) and the errors max,~E[0A ] [xn(ti)-~(ti)[ and maxt~E[0,1 ] 
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approximation being less than 10 -14 while for K = 1.5 this accuracy is reached only after 120 
iterations. The estimates (5.10) and the absolute values of the maximum errors taken over the 
all grid points versus the number of iterations are plotted in Figure 2. Although for K = 0.8 
the errors of the approximations of the derivative of the solution are about two times larger than 
the errors of the approximations of the solution itself their graphs in Figure 2 are practically 
indistinguishable• 
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